Accidents & Upheavals through the Lens of Astrology

Presented by Sandra-Leigh Serio
“They're funny things, Accidents. You never have them till you're having them.”

— A. A. Milne
Accidents Defined

An unfortunate incident or encounter that happens unexpectedly and unintentionally, typically resulting in damage, injury or a startling discovery.
Accident Intensity

Accidents can result in death or serious injury or can just be inconvenient. An unexpected discovery is an accident. It does not result in a physical injury but can emotionally whack you.
Planets Prominent in Accidents

Mars
Saturn
Uranus
Planets Prominent in Accidents and sometimes Pluto often by transit or progression
Secondary Planets in Accidents

Jupiter
Mercury
Moon’s Nodes
Secondary Planets in Chart
Potential For Accidents

Stress aspects, (squares, conjunctions, oppositions, quincunxes, sesqui-quadrates, semi-squares) involving

• Jupiter
• Mercury
• Moon’s Nodes
Mars

- Mars rules Guns, Knives, Cars
- Fires, Burns, Bruises
- Crashes, Anything in Motion
- Projectiles
In Accident Charts Mars is always making aspects to the Natal Chart either by Progression or Transit.
Saturn

• Saturn rules Falls
• Karmic Conditions
• Encounters with Gravity
• Forces of Nature
Uranus

• Uranus rules the Unexpected
• The Perfect Storm
• Explosions, Lightning
• Electricity
Pluto

• Pluto activity is often Fatal
• Can be criminal activity
• Eruptions
• Deaths that make the headlines
Jupiter ♄
Mercury ♅

- Jupiter & Mercury rule travel & movement
Orbs

• 0-5 degrees
• 2 degrees orb more common in accidents either by transit or progression
Natal Chart

Accident Potential

There should be Stress aspects (squares, conjunctions, oppositions, quincunxes, sesqui-quadrates, semi-squares) involving

• Mars
• Saturn
• Uranus

Either with a personal planet or to each other
Judging Accident Proneness in the Natal Chart

Planets that rule the Asc. (physical body)
Planets in the first house

• Especially Mars, Saturn or Uranus

• Any Planet Ruling the Asc. & Aspecting Mars, Saturn or Uranus
Houses

- Often 3 & 9 - Movement
- Sometimes 1 & 8 houses
- 8th - Surgery, Death, Insurance

Any of these houses ruled my Mars, Saturn, Uranus or Pluto and forming stress aspects
Grace Kelly
Nov. 12, 1929
5:31 am
Philadelphia
PA

Mercury conj.
S. Node
semi-sq.
Saturn

Mars & Uranus
132° apart
sesq-quad
Judging Accident Proneness

• Mercury & Jupiter in Challenging Aspect to Mars, Saturn, Uranus & Pluto
Judging Accident Proneness

• Planets Ruling the 3rd & 9th Houses in Stress Aspect to Mars, Saturn, Uranus & Pluto and the Nodes
Judging Accident Proneness

- The Planet Ruling the 8th House in Stress Aspect to Mars, Saturn & Uranus
- Mars, Saturn, or Uranus Ruling the 8th and Stressful to the Personal Planets
Judging Accident Proneness

- A Planet Ruling the 3rd & 9th Houses or the 8th House that is also conjunct or in stress aspect to one of the Moon’s Nodes

- Saturn, Mars or Uranus aspecting the Moon’s Node usually by square, conjunction or opposition
Judging Accident Proneness

- The Rulers of the 3rd & 9th Houses in Stress Aspect to Each Other
Accident Proneness
Moon opp. Uranus with the Nodes sq. Venus
3 & 9 Houses Highlighted
Sun Semi-sq. Uranus
Most Difficult Natal Aspects
For Accidents

Mars & Uranus
♂ & ♃

Mars-Uranus aspects especially indicate danger through guns, knives, machinery and explosives
Most Difficult Natal Aspects For Accidents

Jupiter & Mars in Adverse Aspect

Jupiter and Mars together represent carelessness, speed, taking risks and uncontrolled energies
Proneness
Mars Sq. Jupiter

Mars in the 8th and it rules the 8th

Merc., asc. ruler, conj. Pluto and sq. Saturn
What Activates Accidents in the Natal Chart

• Adverse Transits or Progressions involving The Sun, Saturn, Uranus, Mars, the Nodes and Jupiter

• Eclipse on your Mars, Saturn or Uranus

• Eclipse on a Planet ruling the 3rd, 8th or 9th House

• Eclipse on a Planet ruling the Ascendant
Ascendant & MC

Solar Arc & Secondary
progressed Ascendant and MC
often active in accidents
Accidents to Examine

Car
Airplane
Home Accident
Pedestrian
Shooting
Ski
Sec. Prog.
Saturn, Mars
& Venus sq.
Uranus
MC opp. Uranus
Solar Arcs

Asc. conj. ♀
♀ Sq. ☉/♂
Mercury Sq.
Uranus
Moon opp.
Scorpio
stellium
Transits:
- Mars Return
- Jupiter conj. Merc.
- The Ruler of 8th Nodes Sq. Uranus

Eclipses 1982:
- conj. Pluto
- sq. Uranus
- opp. Saturn within 2 degrees
Sec. Prog.
Mer. Opp.
Jupiter
Venus Conj.
Mercury
Asc. Conj.
Saturn
Solar Arcs
Saturn Opp. Mars
MC Sq. Nodes forming Gr. Cross, Mars/Pluto Conj Square the Sun
Transits
Nept. conj. Sat.
Uran. conj. Jup.
Sat. conj. IC
Sun. conj. Pluto
Mars conj. Nept.
Pluto sq. Mars/Pluto
Eclipses
Accident Proneness
Sun 3rd sq.
Pluto
Mer. Conj.
Nept. 3rd
Mars ruler of 8th Opp. Venus and Sat.
Moon Opp. Uranus
Sec. Prog.
Merc/Sun/Jup.
conj. Ven/Sat.
Venus conj.
Moon opp.
Uranus
Saturn opp.
Mars
Node conj. Plu
Solar Arcs
Mars conj.
Uranus opp.
Moon
MC conj.
Mars
Uranus Sq.
Jupiter

Sun conj.
Ven/Sat
Plu sq.
Mars
& Saturn
Transits
Merc. sq.
Nept.
Mars. conj.
Neptune
"One way of looking at this might be that for 42 years, I've been making small, regular deposits in this bank of experience, education and training. And on January 15, the balance was sufficient so that I could make a very large withdrawal."
Pets are the 6th
Jup./Uranus 6th
Mars rules 3rd and with N.
Node
Venus rules 3rd
conj. Saturn
Merc. sq. Mars
Sec. Prog.
N. Node conj. Mars
Mars conj. Ascendant
Ascendant Moon opp.
Sun sq. Mars
Proneness
Mer. ruler of 3rd conj. Sat. sq. the Nodes
Moon 3rd sq. Jupiter

Sec. Prog
Mars conj Nept.
Mer. sq. Pluto
Sun sq. Mars
Node sq. Nept
Solar Arcs
Uranus conj
Moon
Pluto conj
Nept/Saturn
Moon sq.
Pluto
Sun sq. Mars & Venus,
Saturn opp.
Jupiter
Transits
Mars sq Pluto
Uranus opp.
Nept/Saturn
Sat. Sq. Mars
Mars Sq.
Pluto
N. Node conj.
Mars/Venus
Nept. opp.
Mars
Paul Walker
Secondary at Death, 11/30/2013

Proneness
Mars. ruler of 8th & 3rd sq.
Jupiter Nept. 3rd quincunx Saturn & Mars
Paul Walker
Solar Arcs at Death

Sun conj. Venus
Merc. opp. Mars
Mars conj. MC
Moon in the 8th opp. Venus
Paul Walker
Transits
Death
11/30/2013
3:30 pm
Valencia CA

Mars conj. Mer.
Sun conj. Nept.
Venus sq. Uranus
Uranus sq. Sat. &
opp. Pluto
S. Node conj.
Mars
Proneness

Aries Stellium in 3rd with Sun conj. Sat.
Nept. quincunx Sun/Saturn
Mars Sq. Pluto wide; Pluto/Jup./S Node/Uranus conjunction 9th

Sec. Prog
P. Venus/Moon conj. Venus; Sun opp. Nept. Merc. opp. Mars

Shot in the head
Solar Arcs

Mars. conj. As
N. Node conj
Sun/Saturn
Saturn/Merc.
opp. Neptune
Jup/Uranus/S. Node
opp. Sun/Sat.
Transits
Sat. & S. Node
conj. N. Node
Sun/Nept./Jup. sq.
Sun/Saturn (conj.)
Mars conj. Uranus/S. Node
Secondary Progressions at Death

Born with Mars opp. Uran. P. Sun set it off
Solar Arcs at Death

Jup. sq. Mars & Uranus
Venus opp. Jup.
Sun conj. Uranus
Merc. conj. Uranus
Died 1/5/1998, 2 PM
Stateline NV
Outer Wheel
Transits at Death

Mars opp. Moon
Nept. sq.
Mars/Uranus opposition
Venus conj. N. Node
“The ideal man bears the accidents of life with dignity and grace, making the best of circumstances.” Aristotle
6th Annual G.L.A.C. Conference
An Ann Arbor Astrological Experience
July 12 - 16, 2018
Holiday Inn, 3600 Plymouth Rd., Ann Arbor
Empowering the Joyful Path

UAC Special
before 6/1/18
$295

Featuring: Ray Merriman,
Glenn Perry, Anne Ortelee,
Sandra-Leigh Serio,
Julene Louis, Gary Caton

Information & registration:
richardmweber@sbcglobal.net,
734-434-0804
www.greatlakesastrology.com

The Astrology of Death: A Taboo Topic

Astrology & Tarot: Your Destiny Path Revealed